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Writing as an Endeavor

Speaking and writing skills make or break any
professional career (technical expertise a bonus)
Writing has a lot of similarities to programming
Tools of the trade (programming):

I Compiler manuals, language manuals, programming
guides

I Compilers
I CASE tools
I Organizational skills, discipline
I User interface
I Debugging

Programming design principles:
I Who will use the program?
I What does the program need to accomplish?
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Writing as an Endeavor

no notes

Writing Tools of the Trade

Document processor/text editor
Dictionary
Thesarus
Spelling/grammer checkers
Style and usage guides
Technical writing guides

Writing design principles:
Who will use the document?
What does the document need to accomplish?
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Writing Tools of the Trade

Regarding document processor: Nearly everyone uses either
LateX or Microsoft Word.

For anything as large as a technical paper or bigger, the two
key considerations are

• Cross referencing (section and figure numbers, etc.) –
NEVER type in a number, always use a label!

• Citations/bibliography formating – humans are effectively
incapable of hand-formatting a bibliography properly.

Fundamental Philosophy

The purpose of writing is to convey something TO A
READER.

Your goal is to have an (appropriate) impact
Tone matters. Consider an email to a faculty member
about a class.

All other things being equal, the better writer has a
competative advantage

Speak to the reader
Reduce Cognative Load
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General Advice
How to learn how to write

Write. A lot.
Have a good writer edit your work.
Study writing. Read manuals. Pay attention to good/bad
writing in what you read.

Keep your writing simple. Aim for economy of words.

How to begin: Just type. Don’t worry about quality to start.

Syntactic consistency is vitally important: Carelessness kills

Mechanics:
Composing at a keyboard vs. composing on paper
Editing at a keyboard vs. editing on paper
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Reducing Cognitive Load
Your job as a writer is to make yourself understood.
Try to reduce cognitive load on the reader.

Put a definition close to where it is used
Keep notation simple and self-evident
Take advantage of layout to emphasize important things
(equations, lists,definitions, etc.)
Remind readers of things as appropriate
Be consistent in all respects (syntax, meaning, notation)
Respect convention
Use parallelism: If one thought is similar to another, the
wording should reflect that
All other things being equal, shorter is better
Emphesize the important points in some way. There can
only be so many important points!
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Reducing Cognitive Load

Convention reduces the level of effort for the reader.

Non-native English Speakers

Will you remain in this country (or another English-speaking
country) after graduation?

After graduation, will you be publishing in English? Giving
presentations in English?

Unfortunately, the only solution to becoming proficient in a
language is to use it constantly.
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Page Layout

How do you go about designing a page layout?

Question: Are you an expert in page layout?
The correct answer is almost certainly “no.”

Most people don’t design/manufacture their own
pharmaceuticals, aircraft, numerical software, security
software, or other critical systems their lives depend on.

Leave designing page layouts to an expert.

Ideally, your software gives you a suitable page layout.
For most professional writing, you must follow a dictated
standard.
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Page Layout

It is ideal if your document processing system directly supports
the standard. For example, many conferences give you a
LaTeX style file.



Software Support

Writing a major document (dissertation, book) can be made
much easier (or possible) by appropriate automated tool
support

Page layout support
Typesetting support (tables, figures, mathematics)
Rich ability to incorporate figure formats
Tables of contents, figures, etc
Index
Cross referencing
Spell checker
Style checker

Contrast MS Word to LATEX for these tasks.
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Software Support

I familiar with LaTeX, more than Word. LaTeX features:

• An extensive system for defining styles for the entire document
“look and feel”.

• Support for typesetting tables (a little cumbersome compared to MS
Word, but more flexible)

• Supports wide set of figure formats (more cumbersome than Word)
• Extensive mathematics typesetting support (more flexible, easier to

use than Word, but has a learning curve on the commands).
• Support for auto-generating tables of contents, figures, etc.
• Support for auot-generating an index (you must tag the terms)
• Extensive, “natural” support for cross-referencing, to get chapters,

sections, tables, figures, etc. numbered right, and to reference
them within the text

• As an ASCII format, one uses a 3rd party editor including
spell-checker (often clunkier than MS Word) or style checker.


